On this issue of the nature of laws of nature, some might be interested in this volume: Rethinking Order After the Laws of Nature, edited by Nancy Cartwright and Keith Ward. (Cartwright is a secular philosopher of science and Ward is a Christian philosopher).

Whose was the last question? name went by fast! about turning the question on its head...thank you...

Janet Warren: go to the next I'll get an extra mic

There are also different categories of concursus - not all are deterministic

Determinism is a tricky word. Most Calvinists who affirm the divine decree would disavow the term determinism.

How should we interpret the Two Books of God, in Scripture & Nature?

How should we interpret the Two Books of God, in Scripture & Nature?

ASA article link https://www.asa3.org/ASA/education/origins/two-books.htm

Steve Huffey